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Senate
The Senate met at 10 a.m. and was
called to order by the Honorable ROY
BLUNT, a Senator from the State of
Missouri.
f

PRAYER
The Chaplain, Dr. Barry C. Black, offered the following prayer:
Let us pray.
Our Father in Heaven, thank You for
Your mighty love. Today, empower our
Senators to pass the test You permit
them to experience. Give them the wisdom to believe that You will not permit them to be tested beyond their
ability to prevail. Lord, provide them
with a path of escape from life’s vicissitudes. Help them to strive to be faithful servants of Your Kingdom, thereby
leaving behind a legacy that will bless
generations yet unborn. Use them for
Your glory. And, Lord, sustain those
who are dealing with the Parkland, FL,
school shooting.
We pray in Your sovereign Name.
Amen.

appoint the Honorable ROY BLUNT, a Senator
from the State of Missouri, to perform the
duties of the Chair.
ORRIN G. HATCH,
President pro tempore.

Mr. BLUNT thereupon assumed the
Chair as Acting President pro tempore.

PARKLAND, FLORIDA, SCHOOL SHOOTING

RESERVATION OF LEADER TIME
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Under the previous order, the
leadership time is reserved.

Mr. MCCONNELL. Mr. President, I
wish to begin this morning by sharing
the shock and sorrow that all of us in
this body felt as we learned of yesterday’s shooting at Marjory Stoneman
Douglas High School in Parkland, FL.
To say that such brutal, pointless violence is unconscionable is an understatement. Schools should be places
where children can learn, and faculty
and staff can work without fear of violence.
My colleagues from Florida will
carry home the prayers of the whole
Senate for victims and their families,
for the community of Parkland, and for
the first responders who bravely
charged into harm’s way on behalf of
others.
For the information of all Senators,
the Senate will observe a moment of silence at 12 noon.
Now, Mr. President, on an entirely
different matter, the entire week has
been set aside, as I assured it would be,
for votes on the DACA issue, border security, and other issues pertaining to
the subject of immigration. At this
point, we should be wrapping up a lively week of debate, amendments, and
numerous votes, but that is not what
has happened. Instead, we are here on
Thursday morning and have yet to vote
on a single amendment—not one
amendment all week on what was offered: an open debate.
Remember, our Democratic friends
wanted this debate. They actually shut
down the Federal Government for 300
million Americans, unnecessarily, to
guarantee that we could have this debate and at this particular time—this
week.
They have spent months insisting
that DACA is a top priority for them

f

CONCLUSION OF MORNING
BUSINESS
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Morning business is closed.
f

f

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
The Presiding Officer led the Pledge
of Allegiance, as follows:

A bill (H.R. 2579) to amend the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986 to allow the premium
tax credit with respect to unsubsidized
COBRA continuation coverage.

f

APPOINTMENT OF ACTING
PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will please read a communication
to the Senate from the President pro
tempore (Mr. HATCH).
The senior assistant legislative clerk
read the following letter:
U.S. SENATE,
PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE,
Washington, DC, February 15, 2018.
To the Senate:
Under the provisions of rule I, paragraph 3,
of the Standing Rules of the Senate, I hereby

RECOGNITION OF THE MAJORITY LEADER

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The majority leader is recognized.

f

BROADER OPTIONS FOR
AMERICANS ACT
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Under the previous order, the
Senate will resume consideration of
H.R. 2579, which the clerk will report.
The senior assistant legislative clerk
read as follows:

I pledge allegiance to the Flag of the
United States of America, and to the Republic for which it stands, one nation under God,
indivisible, with liberty and justice for all.

States before reaching the age of 18,
improve border security, foster United
States engagement in Central America.

Pending:
Grassley amendment No. 1959, in the nature of a substitute.
McConnell (for TOOMEY/CRUZ) amendment
No. 1948 (to amendment No. 1959), to ensure
that State and local law enforcement may
cooperate with Federal officials to protect
our communities from violent criminals and
suspected terrorists who are illegally present
in the United States.

Schumer modified amendment No.
1958 (to the language proposed to be
stricken by amendment No. 1959), of a
perfecting nature.
Durbin (for COONS/MCCAIN) amendment No. 1955 (to amendment No. 1958),
to provide relief from removal and adjustment of status of certain individuals who are long-term United States
residents and who entered the United
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and telling their constituents they
would do everything they could to resolve it. But when the rubber meets the
road, they have yet to bring forward a
single proposal that gives us a realistic
chance to make law; that is, to pass
the Senate, pass the House, and earn
the President’s signature. All they
have done so far is to slow the process
as much as possible. It turns out that
they didn’t want a fair, open, freewheeling amendment process after all.
Yesterday evening, I filed cloture on
all four pending amendments. At a
minimum, under regular order, we
could make sure that at least they receive a vote by Friday morning. I hope
the Democratic leader will finally consent to hold these votes on amendments today.
Our Democratic friends say they
want resolution for illegal immigrants
who were brought into the country as
children. The President put forward a
framework that would do exactly that.
His reasonable proposal offers a more
than generous resolution for 1.8 million
individuals in that category.
But the DACA issue is just a symptom of our broken immigration system. So the President has made clear,
and I strongly agree, that any legislation must also treat the root causes
and reform legal immigration, and it
must also include commonsense steps
to ensure the safety of the American
people.
Several Senators, led by Senator
GRASSLEY, the chairman of the Judiciary Committee, have crafted legislation that accommodates the major interests of all sides. It fulfills the stated
goals of our Democratic colleagues
and—and—conforms to the President’s
requirements.
Their bill provides funding to secure
the border. It reforms extended chain
migration and the visa lottery program. It fixes the loophole that forces
us to release thousands of criminal
aliens who were rejected by their own
home countries. It enacts Kate’s Law
to put criminals who illegally and repeatedly cross our borders behind bars.
It gets tougher on violent and dangerous criminals such as drug smugglers, human traffickers, repeat drunk
drivers, gang members, and sex offenders. And, yes, it offers a generous—extremely generous—resolution to the
DACA issue.
The President, in my view, has gone
more than half way to meet the Democrats and resolve this matter. If they
are actually interested in finding a solution, it is time they take yes for an
answer so that 1.8 million people are eligible for citizenship.
Because my Democratic friends were
stalling for time, they spent 3 full days
making political points instead of
making law. I hope today can be different.
TAX REFORM

Mr. President, on a final subject, it
has only been 55 days since the President signed historic tax reform into
law. Already, it has led to bonuses,
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raises, and new benefits for millions of
American workers, and the long-term
signs are just as promising. Hundreds
of companies have announced significant commitments to plant deeper
roots in the American economy.
We know the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act
is pro-worker and pro-business, but tax
reform is also, at its core, pro-family.
It doubles the standard deduction,
meaning a young married couple effectively gets a new zero-percent tax
bracket for the first $24,000 they earn.
If that couple decides to purchase a
home, their mortgage interest will be
eligible for a deduction. Contrary to
what many predicted, the historic tax
cuts we delivered didn’t jeopardize the
middle-class deduction. We preserved
it.
When that couple starts a family,
they will benefit from the fact that we
doubled the child tax credit, thanks to
the fine work of Senator HELLER and
others throughout the committee process.
At its new level, that credit will save
a two-child household $4,000 every
year—$4,000—to help them with backto-school costs, to kick off a college
fund, or to help them afford summer
camp tuition and a family vacation instead of choosing one or the other.
Thanks to the tireless work of my
colleague from Nebraska, Senator
FISCHER, the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act encourages more employers to provide
paid family leave. That is good news
for millions of American families who
will welcome a child this year.
My Democratic colleagues like to
speak about the importance of paid
leave, but not a single one of them
voted with us—not one. Every Democrat in the House and in the Senate
voted against the bill that included
Senator FISCHER’s paid family leave incentives. Every one of them voted
against a bill that included a bigger
standard deduction and the doubling of
the childcare credit and lower income
tax rates. Fortunately, we passed this
historic achievement despite their efforts to stop it.
Thanks to every Republican who
voted for tax reform, both Walmart and
Lowe’s have announced expansions of
both maternity and paternity leave.
CVS is creating an entirely new parental leave program. In Wisconsin, where
only one of two Senators voted for reform, American Family Insurance is
expanding its family leave benefits. So
is Broadridge Financial Solutions in
New York, despite both Senators from
New York voting against it. This is
only the beginning.
My Democratic colleagues said tax
reform would bring about ‘‘Armageddon.’’ They said nothing in our bill
would help American workers. But the
proof is in the pudding. The evidence is
piling up. Middle-class families all over
the country are glad their Congress
and their President made tax reform a
reality.
I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The clerk will call the roll.
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The senior assistant legislative clerk
proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. SCHUMER. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, it is so ordered.
RECOGNITION OF THE MINORITY LEADER

The Democratic leader is recognized.
PARKLAND, FLORIDA, SCHOOL SHOOTING

Mr. SCHUMER. Mr. President, I rise
with a heavy heart for the people of
Parkland, FL, and Stoneman Douglas
High School, where yesterday 17 Americans were killed in the deadliest
school shooting since Sandy Hook. It
was the 18th school shooting this year,
and we are only halfway through February.
Again, yesterday the scourge of gun
violence visited an American school, a
place where our kids should be able to
learn free from the shadow of violence
and mayhem. Again, we all watched
the scenes with children running for
their lives. Again, a twisted soul got
ahold of an assault rifle and unleashed
carnage on the innocent.
Even though we didn’t see it, in millions of bedrooms and living rooms in
Americans’ homes last night, 10-yearold, 8-year-old, 12-year-old children
were saying: Mom, Dad, what happened? What do I do if this happens in
my school?
I address this Chamber knowing
there are no words that could ease the
anguish and the sorrow felt by the parents of those 17 Americans, by their
friends and siblings, their neighbors
and teachers.
As we remember the words of Scripture that tell us ‘‘Blessed are those
who mourn, for they will be comforted,’’ let us resolve to do something—something—about the epidemic
of gun violence in this country.
Mr. President, on an entirely different matter, Senators from both parties engaged in negotiations for
months to find a solution that would
allow the Dreamers to stay in the
United States as well as provide border
security. On several occasions, those
discussions have yielded results, including last night, when a bipartisan
group of moderate Senators reached a
breakthrough agreement.
The spotlight now turns to the rest of
the Senate and especially to President
Trump, who throughout these negotiations has not been constructive. President Trump has shown a remarkable
ability to snatch defeat from the jaws
of victory. President Trump, since he
created the problem by terminating
DACA last August, has stood in the
way of every single proposal that has
had a chance of becoming law. He
turned his back on not one but two bipartisan immigration proposals earlier
this year. I went so far as to put the
President’s wall on the table, and still
the President would not take yes for an
answer.
Now President Trump seems eager to
spike the latest bipartisan compromise, potentially with a veto. Why?
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Because it isn’t 100 percent of what the
President wants on immigration? That
is not how democracy works. You don’t
get 100 percent of what you want in a
democracy—maybe in a dictatorship.
You have to give and take. You have to
compromise in order to make progress.
We have tried to do that in Congress,
to solve a problem the President has
created. Yet, time and again, he has
frustrated our efforts.
If the American people want to know
why Congress can look so dysfunctional, they ought to look to the other
end of Pennsylvania Avenue. If the
President had been quiet, if the President had let us do our work, a bipartisan compromise would have already
passed this Chamber with 65 votes,
maybe more, and we would have a solution to protect the Dreamers. But here
we are. Let’s hope it happens.
If President Trump rejects another
bipartisan compromise, there is no
question that the American people will
blame President Trump and no one else
for the failure to protect Dreamers.
With an obstinate President and a fractious House, I hope today the Senate
rises to the occasion.
The Dreamers are watching this debate right now because their futures
depend on it. If we don’t succeed, they
face deportation to countries they
don’t remember. They have lived in
this country their entire lives, pledged
allegiance to our flag, built families,
careers, served in our military. They
didn’t break any laws. They were
brought here through no fault of their
own. And despite their status, despite
the fear that comes with living in the
shadows, they strived hopefully to
make a successful life in this country,
which they love. What can be more
American than that? We owe it to
them to find a solution that can pass
this body of Congress.
The only solution, unfortunately,
that my friend the Republican leader
has offered is the very partisan Grassley bill—no input from Democrats, no
effort to compromise. We Democrats,
on the other hand, have supported several bipartisan agreements on the
table. We are ready to vote on them,
including the genuine, bipartisan compromise that moderates, Democratic
and Republican, reached last night.
There are plenty of things for everybody not to like in this bill. There is a
lot I don’t like in it, believe me. I
think the wall will not accomplish anything. It will be an enormous waste of
money and will be a terrible symbol of
our America, replacing the beautiful
lady who stands in the harbor I represent. But compromise is compromise.
Democrats and Republicans will find
provisions they don’t want and
wouldn’t include if they had written it.
But we have to do our jobs today. We
have to rise above our differences,
admit that no one will get everything
they want, and accept the painful compromises that come with democratic
government. That is what the Senate
has done through the centuries. It has
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been hard. People have anguished. In
the past, the Senate has risen to the
occasion. Can it do it today? I say that
to my colleagues on both sides of the
aisle. No one else seems willing to do
it—not the House, not the President. It
is the Senate—what President Washington famously called the cooling saucer for our politics—that can show the
Nation how to lead, that can show the
Nation what bipartisanship looks like,
what compromise looks like, what
progress looks like. The Senate can do
that today.
Let’s do our job. Let’s rise to the occasion. And by the end of today, let’s
say to the Dreamers that the Senate
believes America has a place for them
too.
I yield the floor.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from Oklahoma.
PARKLAND, FLORIDA, SCHOOL SHOOTING

Mr. LANKFORD. Mr. President, I
join with many others who are praying
for the families in Florida today as
they grieve—an overwhelming grief
that most parents would never contemplate—because they do not have
the opportunity to take their kids to
school today because their lives were
taken yesterday. I continue to pray
for, engage in, and help in any way
that we can through this process.
I know so many of the schools in my
State have taken active steps over the
past many years to provide greater security in the schools, with lockdown
access and other things that they have
done intentionally to provide greater
and greater security. There is no explanation for an individual who is a
former student of a school to return to
the school with a gun and with who
knows what motivation.
So we will continue to pray, engage,
and work with schools on security, as
we have done from this body in the
past, as well as to provide financial resources to help schools and their security systems, to help provide advice
and counsel—to do what can be done.
We will pray along with the families
who struggle deeply, and we will walk
with them through their incredible, inexplicable grief.
Mr. President, this is a week that has
been set aside for the immigration debate, but today is the first day there
has been any real immigration debate
on the floor. It is Thursday. All week,
this floor has sat mostly empty. For
months, there has been the preparation
to put immigration bills on the floor,
but as of earlier this week, there had
only been one bill that had actually
been proposed—the President’s bill—to
be able to say: Here is a middle-ground
position.
After months of negotiation and the
White House meeting with everybody—
both sides of the aisle from the House
and the Senate—the White House laid
out a proposal and said: Here is a middle ground. I would say that the White
House has moved a tremendous amount
in this and has dropped a tremendous
number of issues. Over the course of
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the past several months, the White
House has moved away from a lot of
things.
First, it moved from legal status to
saying: OK, let’s do citizenship. It is
not citizenship for just the 690,000 individuals who are currently in DACA, but
the White House opened this up—and I
agree—to 1.8 million individuals who
are not only DACA students but to
those who are also DACA-eligible,
those who did not sign up for the process but who could have been eligible for
it.
Interestingly enough, the President
even moved from President Obama’s
position. President Obama’s position
for DACA was that you had to be in the
country by 2007. President Trump has
moved that and said he will be more
open. You will have had to have been in
the country by the time President
Obama announced the program in 2012.
That was a significant concession
which has opened up the program for
almost 1 million more individuals.
The trade-off was pretty straightforward. He had a long list of items to
be able to provide border security—
both interior enforcement and border
security. Yet, over the past couple of
months, the President has backed up
and said OK. The Democrats have said
they absolutely do not want any interior enforcement of any immigration
laws added in any way, so the President backed up and said: Let’s start
with border security. We want to do interior enforcement in the days ahead,
but let’s start with border security.
The President wanted to address the
issue of sanctuary cities, but that is
not addressed in this bill. He has
dropped that. The President wanted to
deal with asylum reform, but he has
dropped that issue from his proposal.
There is no conversation about refugees and changing how that structure
would work. There is no conversation
about the H visa programs. He has
dropped a lot of issues that were important to the White House and has said:
OK. We will deal with those on a different day. Let’s limit the issues to
this narrow group of four issues, and
that is all we will deal with.
He dropped a lot of other issues for
it. Border security, dealing with citizenship for those individuals who are in
DACA or who are DACA-eligible, dealing with the issue of family migration
and how that works together, and then
dealing with the issue of the diversity
lottery—that is it. Everything else
dropped away.
It is not comprehensive—it is small—
but border security had very clear definitions. Border security is not just a
wall. I have heard some individuals
say, even on this floor today, that a
wall will not accomplish anything. I
would say the President agrees with
that. A wall by itself doesn’t accomplish anything. A wall is needed in
some sections of the border to slow
down illegal crossings, especially in
urban areas, where there are urban
areas on both sides of the border. It is
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needed in those areas, but a wall by
itself doesn’t accomplish anything.
You can go around it, and you can go
over it eventually. What you need are
additional agents. What you need are
additional enforcement authorities.
What is needed is to be able to break
down some of the legal loopholes.
Some proposals that have come out
in the last few hours have said they
want to strike a bipartisan compromise
and say: OK, we will provide for wall
funding, and we will allow for the large
legalization and naturalization of individuals who are DACA and DACA-eligible. That is a fair trade-off, they say.
The problem is when you read the fine
print of what that means. I go back to
the same statement: If they say a wall
doesn’t accomplish anything, and all
they provide is really a wall and a few
technical things around it, then the
question remains, What is missing?
What would make the difference?
What would make the difference are
some very basic things to be able to
close legal loopholes. That is what is in
the President’s proposal—none of them
onerous, none of them out of line. They
are just dealing with the basic legal
loopholes.
We all have to admit, when you see
the records from the Department of
Homeland Security and from Customs
and Border Protection, that there are
individuals who cross the border, both
adults and unaccompanied minors, who
are coached by coyotes as they move
through Mexico: When you cross the
border, here is what to say. If you say
these things, then you will get access
into the government.
They know that if they say certain
phrases, they are in. I hate to say that
is actually true, and it is unaddressed
in any of these bipartisan compromises. I don’t think it is unrealistic
to say that if you go around one of the
barriers or even through one of the
gated entrances and cross through and
immediately get caught by someone on
the other side but say the magic
phrases, you are in. We have to resolve
that, and there are some basic ways to
resolve it.
If you come in and have a credible
claim of fear or a claim of asylum and
cross the border and immediately
speak those words, currently you are
allowed into the country for 2 or 3
years while your trial goes through the
process. Only about 30 percent of those
are actually successful. That 30 percent
number is significant.
What do we do to resolve it? Why
don’t we add additional judges and additional courts, and instead of waiting
3 years before you have that hearing,
you have that hearing within 3 weeks?
No evidence has changed in that time
period. You are still allowed to have
counsel, and you are still allowed to
have insight. But we actually resolve it
instead of allowing people to come into
the country for 3 years and telling
them ‘‘Here is a court date and a court
location to appear,’’ and you do not
know if they appear. In fact, the major-
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ity of them do not appear for their
court dates, but they are somewhere,
at a location unknown, in the country.
It is not unreasonable to resolve this
issue; yet it is unresolved in all of
these bipartisan proposals.
There is no fix to deal with criminal
aliens or those individuals who come
into the country who are gang members. It is a small minority, but there
are those individuals, and there seems
to be no fix for those things at all.
There is no dealing with the issue of
the hiring process for the Department
of Homeland Security. If you are in remote areas on the northern border—
there are requests to add additional
compensation to some of these areas or
to give additional benefits to some of
these Customs and Border Protection
folks because they work in very remote
areas along the border. They ask for
this year after year after year, and
there is nothing addressed in the bipartisan agreement. It is just the wall and
asking: Shouldn’t that be enough? It is
not.
There is no dealing with drugs like
fentanyl and trying to interdict those
in the border areas.
It doesn’t provide any deterrence for
the visa overstays. About 40 percent of
the individuals who are illegally in this
country right now came on a tourist
visa or on some other kind of visa and
just overstayed it. We have to resolve
those issues as well. That seems to be
an obvious issue.
There is no dealing with some of the
basic statements. What do I mean by
that? Under some of the bipartisan
bills that are coming out, you prove
yourself to be a DACA-eligible individual by your own verbal statement
that you are eligible. No documentation is required. I think that is an obvious loophole. If you are DACA-eligible,
even, in fact, under President Obama’s
proposal, you have to show documentation that you are DACA-eligible. Yet,
in these new proposals, you don’t. You
just have to say that you are eligible,
and suddenly you are eligible. That is a
major problem.
The structure of how some of the bipartisan agreements have come out has
also become a big issue for me because
it doesn’t really deal with just this 10year. In one section of the bill, it says
it is a 10-year path toward citizenship.
I have no issue, if we can do border security, with having a 10-year path toward citizenship. It allows us to have
10 years to deal with the basic border
security things. It gives certainty to
those individuals who are in the country that they are headed toward citizenship. I have absolutely no problem
with that, but the bipartisan agreement that has come out doesn’t do
that. In one section, it says a 10-year
path to citizenship. In another section,
it gives the recipients the opportunity
to get legal permanent residency—
green cards—much faster, which then
moves them on to a much faster track.
It is a little bit of a sleight of hand
that we say 10 years in one part and in
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another part say that it is actually 5 to
7 years. Say what you mean. Don’t try
to say two different things and have
two different paths.
I was also interested in a change that
was slipped in at the very back of the
bipartisan bill that makes an enormous
change to the status of every single individual in the country. Let me just
read this. It is being said that this bill
is just about a wall and just about
DACA, but let me read this section in
the back of the bill: In carrying out immigration enforcement activities, the
Secretary shall prioritize available immigration enforcement resources to
aliens who have been convicted of a felony, a significant misdemeanor, three
or more misdemeanor offenses, pose a
threat to national security or public
safety, or are unlawfully present in the
United States, and—that is an important word in there, ‘‘and’’—they arrived in the United States after June
30, 2018.
Do you know what that says? That
says the Department of Homeland Security can’t go after anyone in the
country illegally who arrives here before June 30, 2018. In other words, the
race is on. If you can get into the country and across the border before June
30 of this year, you are in, and you
have amnesty—for millions. That is
not about DACA; that is every single
individual in the country unlawfully
present. If you are in the country unlawfully present before June 30 of this
year, according to this bill, you are in
until you commit a felony. As long as
you don’t do that, you will never have
any enforcement of any type. I was
stunned to see that slipped into the
back of the bill.
This was dropped last night, and we
still have the opportunity to go
through it, but I am quite surprised at
the number of people who have pushed
back on the President and have either
not read his proposal or have ignored
what he put on the table. It is not an
unreasonable proposal. It is a straightforward, commonsense proposal. I
would encourage those folks who oppose it to read it first and to see what
it actually says.
There has been pushback on the issue
of chain migration or family reunification. Let me set this in context. Right
now, we have a 20-year backlog for individuals coming into the country legally. That is an incentive not to do
legal immigration because if you are
going to wait in the line 20 years long,
many are just not going to go through
the process. Unless we reform how we
do the family integration, once 2 million additional people are added to this
in the 10-year time period, I have no
question we will move from a 20-year
backlog to a 25-year backlog as family
members also reconnect with those individuals coming in. What happens at
that point? A bad situation gets even
worse in our immigration policy.
The issue of family reunification and
the proposals that were laid out have
not been partisan proposals in the past,
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but suddenly because President Trump
put it out there, it is suddenly an unrealistic partisan proposal. May I remind
everyone that this issue was also dealt
with in the 2013 Gang of 8 bill that got
around 70 votes in the Senate—this
very similar issue of family reunification and how this would work. In 1995,
during the Clinton administration, a
proposal was made by Democratic
House Member Barbara Jordan, leading
the Commission on Immigration that
made almost the exact same proposal
in 1995.
This was just not a partisan issue
until now. For some reason, because
President Trump wants to propose it,
it is an angry Republican issue. It has
been a bipartisan, commonsense issue
for a long time on how to deal with an
obvious issue in our immigration reform.
I would encourage my colleagues to
read the bill and see what is in it, not
what is being said in the media about
it. See what is really in it, and if there
is a question and a dialogue about it,
let’s amend it. Let’s go through it because it is a very unique and powerful
opportunity to set it right for those individuals who are in the DACA and
DACA-eligible population to finally
not be in limbo but to finally have permanence and to know they are home in
this country where most of them have
grown up; that they are not just longterm guests, they are home.
This is the way to resolve this but at
the same time do what Americans have
cried for, for a long time—actually secure our borders and start the process
of reforming our immigration system
in a way that makes sense for everybody—for the immigrant, for the born
citizen of the United States, for the
naturalized citizen, and to make sure it
is fair for everyone. That is not unreasonable. In fact, it is a good idea.
If it were only proposed by someone
else, I think a lot of folks on both sides
of the aisle would agree with it. Take
the politics out of it and look at the
policy. Let’s resolve this for the country.
I yield back.
I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The clerk will call the roll.
The senior assistant legislative clerk
proceeded to call the roll.
Ms. STABENOW. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. SULLIVAN). Without objection, it is so ordered.
The Senator from Michigan.
CHANGE ACT

Ms. STABENOW. Mr. President, we
have so many issues in front of us that
are critically important to families. I
want to speak about an issue today
that is extremely important to so
many Michigan families and to families across the Nation.
It is estimated that 5.5 million Americans are living with Alzheimer’s disease, including 1 out of 10 people over
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the age of 65. That number is growing.
To put that in perspective, that is
about the same number of people who
live in Wisconsin or Minnesota or Colorado.
By 2050, it is estimated that as many
as 16 million Americans may be living
with Alzheimer’s. That is more people
than live in Pennsylvania or Illinois.
From Alaska to Alabama, to New Mexico, to Maine, no State is immune, as
we know. In my own State of Michigan,
the number of people living with Alzheimer’s disease is expected to rise
from about 180,000 today to 220,000 in
the year 2025, which is not very far
away. That is an increase of about 22
percent in less than 7 years.
The cost of providing healthcare and
long-term care for people affected by
Alzheimer’s is astronomical and growing. In fact, one out of every five Medicare dollars goes to Alzheimer’s disease. It is estimated that last year, for
the first time, the United States spent
more than a quarter of a trillion dollars on Alzheimer’s-related care. Without better treatments or a cure, those
costs could surpass $1.1 trillion by 2050.
Of course, much higher than the dollar cost is the human cost. As anyone
who has lived with the disease or anyone who has had a family member live
with the disease can tell you—and this
really is the ultimate family disease—
Alzheimer’s and related dementias are
thieves. They steal everything—memories, personalities, even lives. No price
tag could ever be put on the suffering
they cause patients and their families
and the strain they place on caregivers.
There are 15 million people in the
United States caring for a family member with Alzheimer’s. While many of
them consider caring for a loved one a
sacred duty, this duty still exacts a
physical and mental toll on them.
Caregivers suffer higher rates of heart
disease, cancer, and depression than
those in the broader population, and
many are forced to quit their jobs or
reduce the hours they work, creating
additional personal and financial
stresses.
Lauren Kovach of Brighton, MI,
learned what that is like when her
grandma—she calls her Chupe—was diagnosed with Alzheimer’s. Lauren’s
mom was a caregiver. She and Lauren
made a pact that they would never put
Chupe in a nursing home because she,
in Lauren’s words, ‘‘lived her life for
her family and to take care of us—of
course we were going to do the same
for her.’’
That required a lot of sacrifices.
Lauren’s mom retired early. Lauren
withdrew from college and moved in
with her mom to provide a ‘‘loving
home full of laughter,’’ as she said.
They received no help with caregiving
or living expenses. Lauren wrote:
My mom is single-handedly the best person
I know. She needs help. We need help. Many
hundreds of families like mine need help.

Lauren’s beloved grandma passed
away last June, but Lauren is still
fighting, and I am proud to be fighting
alongside her. She wrote:
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I go to Lansing each year for Advocacy
Day—I will talk to anyone and everyone
about this disease that is ruining millions of
lives, including mine. Alzheimer’s unfortunately isn’t going anywhere anytime soon,
but neither am I.

This fighting spirit is what keeps
caregivers like Lauren going, and they
deserve to know that we are, in fact,
fighting alongside them. That is why
Senator CAPITO and I have introduced
legislation that will help give families
in West Virginia, Michigan, and all
across the country new tools to cope
with an Alzheimer’s diagnosis and the
life that follows.
I would like to thank my friend from
West Virginia for partnering with me
on this important bill. The CHANGE
Act builds on my HOPE for Alzheimer’s
Act, which was implemented beginning
last year and supports parents and
their families by requiring Medicare to
pay for an individual care plan when a
family member is diagnosed. This encourages more doctors to feel there is a
reason to have early diagnosis because
there is something they can do for people. It is certainly something that families need in order to have a plan, an
action plan, once they receive that diagnosis.
The CHANGE Act approaches this
disease from a number of different directions and builds on the HOPE for
Alzheimer’s Act.
First, it encourages early assessment
and diagnosis. This is not happening as
much as we would like. The Alzheimer’s Association polling has indicated that a very high number—35 percent to 40 percent—of physicians are
not doing early diagnosis. Oftentimes,
they have said it is because they don’t
know what to do about it. There is no
cure. There is not something to offer
families other than fear.
We want to make sure there is early
diagnosis because there is a lot going
on right now with medications that actually will help early. We want to
make sure that patients have more
time to make their own healthcare decisions, to access community-based
support services for their family truly
to be able to plan. Through HOPE for
Alzheimer’s, we now have a caregiving
plan that the physician will be reimbursed for coordinating and bringing
together. But there is much more that
we need to do.
Early diagnosis also gives patients
and their families additional opportunities to participate in clinical trials.
There is great research going on in
Michigan and across the country that
really does provide hope.
I am encouraged and hopeful about
the additional dollars we just agreed to
in the budget agreement last week. I
was proud to be one of those pushing
for additional research dollars for the
National Institutes of Health. Hopefully, those opportunities and cures
will come even faster.
Second, the CHANGE Act would improve care by testing what types of
programs most help patients, their
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families, and caregivers. We know that
case management, coordination of
care, and caregiver support services
can make a big difference both in the
quality of life for patients and caregivers and in participation in clinical
trials.
In addition, the CHANGE Act would
offer States the opportunity to test
programs that help Alzheimer’s patients to remain in the community—
which is so important—by reducing the
financial burden on family caregivers.
Finally, the CHANGE Act would help
uncover regulatory and legislative
changes that would help accelerate
Alzheimer’s disease research, which is
so critical right now. Families in
Michigan and across the country have
been waiting long enough. They have
been waiting too long. They need a
cure. Until that day comes, they need
better treatments and more support.
Just ask Nora Ann Reid-LeZotte of
Kalamazoo. Only a few months after
her father’s death, her mom started to
show signs of Alzheimer’s. Nora Ann
was determined to care for her mom at
home. Given that she is a nurse practitioner, Nora Ann figured she was perfectly prepared to assume the role of
caregiver—and then, she says, she
wasn’t.
‘‘My days, then weeks, then years became more overwhelming than I could
have imagined,’’ Nora Ann said of the 6
years she spent caregiving. Nora Ann
and her husband moved in with her
mom to care for her and rented out
their own house to make ends meet.
Caregiver support would have made a
huge difference, Nora Ann said, yet
none was available until her mom’s
condition deteriorated enough that she
needed IV infusions to stay hydrated.
Nora Ann said:
I was exhausted. I lost my own identity,
my friends, and my life for that timeframe.
My family suffered and sacrificed so I could
care for my mom with dignity and safety.

She added:
I would do it all again because she was my
mom.

I can certainly identify with that, as
I know all of us can. Nora Ann put her
own life on hold to make her mom’s
final years as comfortable as possible.
People like Nora Ann deserve our
praise. Even more than that, they deserve our support and action on their
behalf.
It is time for a change. Let’s pass
this legislation as quickly as possible
to help patients, support caregivers,
and find better treatments and a cure.
Families across Michigan and the
country are waiting.
I yield the floor.
I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to
call the roll.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
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MOMENT OF SILENCE FOR THE
VICTIMS
OF
THE
FLORIDA
SCHOOL SHOOTING
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the Senate observe a moment of silence for the victims of the school shooting in Florida.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
The Senate will now observe a moment of silence for the victims of the
Florida school shooting.
(Moment of silence.)
The Senator from Florida.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, those
were all our children. Those of us who
are parents, you can imagine the parents of those children wondering what
else can be done because yesterday a
former student at Marjory Stoneman
Douglas High School in Northern
Broward County, Parkland, FL, walked
onto the campus with a gas mask,
smoke grenades, carrying an AR–15 assault rifle. He pulled a fire alarm, waited for students to come out into the
hallway, and he opened fire. As a result, 17 families are grieving. Their
worst fears have become reality. More
than a dozen other students who were
injured are in the hospital, and some of
them are in critical condition.
At some point, we have to say enough
is enough. At some point, we as a society have to come together and put a
stop to this. This Senator grew up on a
ranch. I have hunted all my life. I have
had guns all my life. I still hunt with
my son, but an AR–15 is not for hunting; it is for killing. Despite these horrific events that are occurring over and
over, these tragedies have led so many
of us to come to the floor and beg our
colleagues to take commonsense actions that we all know will help protect our children and our fellow citizens from these kinds of tragedies, and
we get nowhere.
When is enough going to be enough?
Sandy Hook Elementary, 20 students
killed—that wasn’t enough. The Pulse
nightclub in Orlando, 49 people killed
by a terrorist—that wasn’t enough. Las
Vegas, 58 people killed—that wasn’t
enough. Just a year ago in the same
county as the Parkland murders,
Broward County’s Fort Lauderdale airport, five people killed—that wasn’t
enough. Now this high school, 17 were
killed. Some were as young as 14 years
old.
When is enough going to be enough?
This Senator has spoken to local officials on the ground. I have spoken to
the superintendent of the school, who,
in his own way, is going through the
grieving process; I have spoken to the
FBI; and I have spoken to the sheriff’s
department to make sure they have everything they need. When we are finished with the Dreamer legislation
today, I am headed there. When I go to
the hospital and see the families and
the hospital victims, all I can think is,
How many more times are we going to
have to go through this? And those
families are going to ask me: When is
enough enough?
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To those who say now is not the time
to talk about gun violence because it is
too soon, we don’t want to politicize
right after a tragedy—that is what is
said over and over—I would ask: When
is the time? If now is not the right
time, when is the right time—after the
next shooting or after the one that is
going to come after that? Because
these are not going to stop unless we
change ourselves as a culture. How
many more times do we have to do
this? How many more folks have to
die? When is enough going to be
enough? Let’s not hide from it. Let’s
have a conversation about this right
now, not just about mental illness—
that is part of it—and not just about
protection in our schools, and that is
part of it. Let’s get to the root cause.
Let’s come together and help end this
violence. Let’s talk about that 19-yearold carrying an AR–15. Let’s do what
needs to be done. Let’s get these assault weapons off our streets. Let’s accomplish something on background
checks.
My State passed a constitutional
amendment—Florida, 1998—background
checks have to be done in the purchase
of a gun. It has never been implemented totally, and it has never been
enforced—a simple background check.
The terrorist who killed 49 people in
Orlando at the Pulse Nightclub had
been on the terrorist watch list. If we
had a background check there—he
wasn’t on it, but maybe in a background check we ought to include
those who have been on the terrorist
watch list. Let’s have a conversation
about this.
Do you remember a couple of years
ago there was a proposal on the floor
that if you are on the terrorist watch
list, you can’t buy a gun? That is pretty common sense. We will not let them
get on an airplane because we don’t
want them taking down a commercial
airliner, but they don’t have a restriction on buying a gun.
Let’s get at the root cause of this
issue. Let’s do what we all know needs
to be done. Let’s do it now, not later.
Let’s not just talk about it, let’s do
something about it. Let’s make what
happened at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School a pivotal moment in
this country’s history, not because it
was one of the largest mass shootings
but, hopefully, because it was the last.
It is with a heavy heart I yield the
floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mrs.
FISCHER). The Senator from Florida.
Mr. RUBIO. Madam President, I join
my colleague, the senior Senator from
Florida, with a broken heart, as does
most of the Nation due to the events of
yesterday.
There, indeed, was a time in the history of our country where after an
event such as this there was a mourning period that followed with a policy
debate, but today, that time is interrelated and intermixed. I don’t blame
it. I am not upset about it. In fact, I
think there have been too many of
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